Main lesson Bookwork
1. Ok, for your first task today you are going to pretend you are a soldier, writing a journal entry about
what it was like to build the Great Wooden Horse, and what it was like to be inside –right up to
feeling the horse being moved inside the gates of Troy. You might like to write about what you
thought about this idea, how you were feeling. You are going to be writing in the past tense as
though everything has already happened, and I’d like you to use your draft books. Please write no
less than half a page.
To help yourself with this task, really imagine what it would be like to be this soldier. You have
survived nine years of battles with the Trojans, and after seeing many of your friends, family and
heroes killed, it’s probably fair to say that you despise the Trojans. How would you feel about
returning home? Think about the task of building such a large horse from wood – you’d have to cut
the trees, mill them, saw the wood, hoist the planks with ropes and all the other warriors… it would
be really hard work. So by the time it is finally time to set fire to the camp (which, by the way, how
would you feel about that given it’s been your home the last 9 years) and get into the wooden
horse, you are probably exhausted, but what else is going on for you? Perhaps you are terrified that
the plan won’t work, maybe you are so tired the only you feel now is hatred of the Trojans and you
want an end to this war, perhaps you are angry at Helen, Paris, the Gods. All of these are
possibilities, but it up to you and your imagination what you write in this diary entry.
I would like you to begin and end your journal entry using the following sentences:
‘It seems a long time ago now that we began to build the Great Wooden Horse, meant to deceive
the Trojans.’
Then your writing follows, remember to stay in the past tense.
To finish:
‘We knew that we were inside the enemy’s walls, within the Gates of Troy and all we had to do was
wait for the signal.’
2. Please write a good copy of The Battle of Troy into your Main Lesson books, next to your picture
you drew yesterday. This writing was the conjunctive words which you used to join the broken
sentences from yesterday’s document. If you didn’t correct it, please see below to copy into your
books:
The Battle for Troy
Paris arrived in Troy with Helen and the Greeks followed in warships carrying thousands of warriors. Once
ashore, the Greeks built a great camp, however Troy attacked when they were still at work. Many battles
followed but neither side were victorious even with the Gods’ help. Finally, the Trojan hero Hector killed
Achilles’ friend Patroclus, so Achilles went to meet him in a fight to the death.
3. Please complete a double page drawing of the Great Wooden horse, leaving space for your journal
entry writing to be written in on Monday. You can see my example on the next page for inspiration:

Start by very lightly sketching where the walls, horse and warriors could go on the page (doesn’t have to be
the same as mine):

Then shade the background, I use pencil shavings J

And add detail, leaving plenty of colour space for your journal writing to go on Monday:

